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“Creativity is a wild mind and a disciplined eye.” 
 
The burgeoning litterateurs, Deethi Gandhi and Mohammad Zeeshanul Haque of The 

Bishop’s Co-Ed School, Undri stepped into the enchanting world of literary magic on 
the 10th  of October 2023. The 21st All India Hope Talent Contest in Art and Essay 

Writing unfolded its pages of imagination and sought to weave tales, spark fancies, 
and dance with words. Ink flowed like the river of dreams, carrying the stories of 
audacious participants. The magical soirée was graced by the presence of literary 

luminaries, who sprinkled their fairy dust on the festivities. 
 

Participants cast their spells on paper and traversed the enchanted realm of ‘Historical 
Events’ on the topic – ‘A significant Historical Event that has impacted my life’. In a 

fantastical journey, participants unveiled the hidden worlds of creativity and 
navigated through the secret doorways of artistry, thereby allowing a kaleidoscope 
of literary explosion. 

 
Deethi Gandhi of Class XII brought a unique perspective to the competition infusing 

her work with a blend of literary styles that left an indelible mark on both judges and 
fellow participants. The winning entry transported readers to the historical epoch 
where the narrative unfolded like a tapestry of emotions. She was awarded a Gold 

Medal.   
 

Mohammad Zeeshanul Haque of Class XI delved into the themes of historical fiction, 
offering readers a thought-provoking journey through characters' experiences and 
subtle plot twists. The depth of exploration and the nuance of expression showcased 

his keen insight into the human experience. He was conferred a Gold Medal.  
 

Participants, having tasted the nectar of creative revelry, offered wondrous insights 
for future magical rendezvous. In the end, the quills rested and the inkwells sighed 
contentedly promising to weave the spell of words in future. 
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